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Abstract—Managing digital and connected systems has become
increasingly challenging in the past decade due to their scale and
complexity. A new perspective is required to manage these sys-
tems, considering the infrastructure and components from edge
to cloud, i.e., in the distributed computing continuum. Serverless
computing offers improved scalability and cost efficiency, but
balancing and coordinating serverless systems remain complex.
Intent-based systems, popular in networking, can provide a
solution by translating stakeholder inputs into actions that
meet Service Level Objectives (SLOs). Their application in the
computing continuum can be highly beneficial, but it has yet to
be deeply explored.

To bridge this gap, we propose a methodology for deploying an
intent-based system for the computing continuum. We implement
an architectural framework leveraging the serverless paradigm.
Furthermore, we focus on defining and implementing the main
components for translating the management requirements into
actions executed by serverless functions inspired by a three-
layer model. Through a Proof of Concept (PoC) deployed in
Amazon’s AWS cloud and detailed simulations, we showcase how
such an approach can resolve conflicts in a complex system,
i.e., balancing efficiency and availability. Our work aims to
contribute to effectively managing the computing continuum and
highlight the potential of intent-based systems in this domain.
The experiments’ results show our framework’s ability to make
appropriate scaling decisions, fulfilling both objectives.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, the scale of digital and connected systems

has reached the point where direct management is unfeasible.

Global platforms like Google, Amazon, and Meta highlight

the diversity and pervasiveness of infrastructure components,

showing the complexity of their management [8], [53]. How-

ever, if we aim to handle these systems’ complexity effectively,

we must take a perspective where we consider their elements

as part of a continuous entity. We call this entity the computing

continuum, i.e., the ensemble of resources that spawn from

the edge to the cloud. In the frame of the computing contin-

uum, we have to work to develop efficient and autonomous

management methods and strategies. Contextually, serverless

computing, or Function as a Service (FaaS), has emerged as a

promising paradigm for deploying complex systems applica-

tions. It offers various benefits [5] such as improved scalability

and cost efficiency. In contrast to other cloud models, such as

Platform as a Service, customers do not need to manage any

infrastructure. Instead, they solely need to package their code

as functions and upload it to the platform. In turn, the platform

adapts the function deployments according to the workload.

These characteristics make FaaS a candidate paradigm for

the computing continuum [4]. Platform providers can run as

many functions as possible, saving resources and maximizing

profit. Furthermore, thanks to the lightweight functions, they

can more easily schedule workload on heterogeneous nodes,

even resource-constrained ones. Jointly, customers achieve

better performance and availability [34]. Therefore, the “divide

and conquer” approach relieves stakeholders from manag-

ing a monolithic infrastructure by guaranteeing fine-grained

access to resources [40]. These characteristics facilitate the

disaggregation of work units and allow a focus shift toward

how to define Service Level Objectives (SLOs). Still, effec-

tively balancing and coordinating system and infrastructure

objectives through serverless is a hard problem [28]. Indeed,

there is the need to increase the optimization of such plat-

forms, from operationalization to intelligent placing, scaling,

and routing [46]. Open-source serverless solutions, such as

OpenFaaS or Knative, offer such flexibility. Still, they require

appropriate scaling methods to provide resource-efficient and

highly available deployment. Achieving these goals takes work

and should be handled by the platform. As discussed earlier,

developers and infrastructure engineers should only express

their SLO intents (e.g., efficiency, availability), letting the

platform autonomously adapt. These strategies are complex as

they must operate in a dynamic environment where the infras-

tructure nodes change. Furthermore, they need to communicate

to solve conflicting objectives. That brings us to find ways

to manage that, which translates into the need for algorithms

capable of handling this complexity in (near-) real-time.

In this direction, one of the main tasks to solve is to encode

mechanisms that can transform applications and management

objectives into actions understandable by methods that run

on the infrastructure nodes, thus coordinating appropriate

responses. Intent-based systems are gaining popularity in

this regard. The aim is to translate high-level inputs from

stakeholders, e.g., using natural language, into actions that

some automated function can apply to the system to satisfy

the objectives. This approach offers high-level system-wide

objectives or goals that tell the system what to do rather than

how to achieve it [38]. Despite the increasing interest for

intent-based approaches for the computing continuum and first

attempts towards it [29], [27], [51], most of the applications

are limited to the area of networking world [49], [60]. The

aspects that emerge from this overview are naturally weaving

with machine learning advances, where novel mechanisms

like few-shot learners or self-supervised systems can aid
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Fig. 1: Representation of the proposed framework. The aim is

to set the foundation for handling the computing continuum

complexity. We envision the possibility of achieving that

through intent-based management of serverless functions.

in understanding and predicting complex dynamics in data.

In particular, the computing continuum is a scenario where

we must achieve a global equilibrium, balancing objectives,

infrastructure changes, and dynamic behaviors [14]. Achieving

this system-wide balance requires building a set of specialist

models, the agents, that can examine the different aspects of

the system [41]. However, these agents can only coexist if

they “speak” the same language [32]. That is why having

systems that can translate high-level objectives into “words”

understandable by the agents in the system is essential.

To address this gap, we propose an architectural frame-

work for intent-based management of serverless systems in

the computing continuum. Our work focuses on identifying

and implementing the components for translating stakeholder

requirements into actions. Figure 1 depicts our proposal. We

aim at having serverless functions controlling the infrastructure

in the computing continuum and the applications running on

top of it. We envision the computing continuum built by

various geographical and regions that we want to coordinate

and manage harmonically. We achieve this control through the

translation of high-level intents into actions that the agents

running in the serverless function will implement on the plat-

form, e.g., by scaling the replicas of an application or by re-

structuring some infrastructure components. This task requires

identifying an appropriate infrastructure and developing the

correct components and their interconnection. In particular, the

emphasis is on managing the agents that implement the actions

needed to satisfy the SLOs using serverless functions for the

computing continuum scenario, made of various regions. To

this end, we propose a platform based on a three-layer intent-

based architecture. We present a multi-objective use case in

which we test our Proof of Concept (PoC), where conflicting

SLOs must coexist, and the system needs to maintain its

balance. To this end, we leverage a polynomial regression

model to predict the system’s behavior. We deploy the platform

in Amazon’s AWS cloud, showing how the proposed tools can

integrate. We perform detailed simulations, hinting at how our

approach can guarantee the resolution of conflicts in a complex

system.

The structure of this paper is as follows. We investigate the

focus of previous research and related work in Section II. Sec-

tion III clarifies fundamental concepts and technologies needed

for implementing such a system. In addition, we present our

approach to specifying and working with intents, together

with its architectural design and deployment on the public

infrastructure provided by AWS. In Section IV, we evaluate

the proposed Proof of Concept (PoC) through an extensive

simulated environment. Later, in Section V, we discuss our

contribution, pointing out both the positive outcomes and the

limitations. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

For the sake of reproducibility and transparency, and to

foster new developments, we publicly release the code and

the data of our experiments. 1

II. RELATED WORK

A. Management frameworks for the computing continuum

Rohan Kumar et al. [30] focus on developing a framework

for the computing continuum. They offer the integration of

algorithms for executing management functions for handling

function execution timing. To do that, they rely on federated

function execution. However, their focus is not on conflicting

objectives and the possible definition of intents. Other frame-

works aim at doing that, focusing on specific functionalities for

individual use cases. For example, Balouek et al. [6] propose

a streaming data workflow and fast response framework. They

aim to improve real-time data analytics for fast and effective

earthquake management. Still discussing specific use cases,

Peltonen et al. [43] propose an agenda for collaborative real-

time learning in the Edge-cloud continuum in vehicular com-

puting. Similarly, Torres et al. [54] propose a methodology for

real-time monitoring and predictions using Kafka-ML. Zanella

et al. [59] showsa framework for cloud continuum runtime

management, focusing on dynamic and performance-aware

task allocation policy. They, however, do not focus on intents

or FaaS. Pilot-Edge, by Luckow et al. [31], provides a FaaS

interface for application-level tasks, focusing on evaluating

task placement. Ferrer et al. [17] envision a Cognitive cloud

continuum with swarms for organizing the execution over the

continuum. However, they do not focus on high-level SLOs.

Pereira et al. [44] instead focus on the computing continuum

availability guarantee, proposing a hierarchical approach. We

take a different perspective, centering the framework on the

intents and their definition and translation.

B. Intent-based systems

a) Translation: One of the most explored aspects of

intent-based systems is the capability of translating intents

expressed in natural language into rules applicable to the sys-

tem [39], [21]. The current development in terms of language

1https://github.com/nspring00/three-layer-intent-based-networking-
architecture-poc
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models opens new frontiers in this direction. However, given

the particular scenario, there is a need for ontologies and

accurate models. For example, some work leverage predefined

intent categories [24] or define specific languages [23], [57].

Other approaches leverage pre-trained models [33] or build

intent translation on top of NLP algorithms [47], [52], [16].

b) Intent-driven platforms and frameworks: Mays et al.

[36] specify resources and QoS requirements as non-functional

intents for microservices. They formulate a minimization

problem based on latency, CPU resources, and network traffic.

Barrachina-Mu noz [7] focuses on end-to-end latency intent in

Kubernetes. Mercian et al. [37] infer network intents from

existing policies. Metsch et al. [38] enforce SLOs using

intents in cloud-native deployments via Kubernetes, using

an optimization approach and an A* algorithm. Kretsis et

al. [29] propose an intent-driven edge-cloud platform called

SERRANO. Kokkinos et al. [26] introduce a UI to create

intent-based application requirements and propose a feedback-

driven loop for workload optimization. Dzeparoska et al.[15]

implement a management system that abstracts complexities

using intents as inputs, featuring a policy abstraction and

an API layer. Blum et al.[11] propose an SOA intent-based

API for orchestrating NGNs, emphasizing collaboration with

3rd party services. Rafiq et al.[45] provide a user-friendly

graphical interface and simplified input for end-to-end service

orchestration and modeling of VNF descriptors. Paganelli et

al.[42] present a two-layer network service description model

for service provisioning and orchestration in SDN. Aklamanu

et al.[2] automate network slicing through intents, while Abbas

et al.[1] develop a network slicing platform with a GUI

for inputting QoS requirements. Wang et al.[56] propose an

intent-based “smart” slicing framework for vertical industries,

and Chirivella-Perez et al.[13] present an E2E network slice

management framework. Mascarenhas and Cruz [35] use an

“intent-based” approach and autonomic computing concepts

for autonomous cloud deployment management. Callegati et

al.[12] propose a VIM POC for controlling SFC performance,

and Beshley et al.[10] propose a switch migration approach

considering QoS priorities.

C. Serverless solutions

Despite the advancement of serverless computing platforms,

such as AWS Lambda 2, OpenFaaS 3, and other prototypes,

only a few approaches currently allow stakeholders to define

and implement objectives for the applications running on the

platforms. For example, Klingler et al. [25] introduce code an-

notations that assist developers in optimizing function resource

configuration, including memory allocation and addressing

cold starts. At the same time, other approaches focus on

reducing the resource footprint [9], [58] or managing resources

at runtime, i.e., during function scaling and placement. In

terms of location awareness, both commercial and open-source

platforms offer limited support. Hu et al. [20] have developed

2https://aws.amazon.com/lambda
3https://www.openfaas.com

a Domain-Specific Language (DSL) that allows developers to

specify whether function execution should occur at the Edge or

in the Cloud in a UAV system. Smith et al. [50] enable clients

to indicate the execution area through invocation requests for

network traffic optimization.

D. Gap and Opportunities
Whereas these results set good standards for managing dis-

tributed systems in a computing continuum, they are primarily

limited to evaluating just a fragment of the overall scheme.

Furthermore, most of the approaches focus on network prob-

lems. While it is true that internet networks embed much com-

plexity and that VNFs have gained popularity, it is essential

to expand this view on distributed systems at large. In fact,

computing continuum systems face increased complexity due

to the higher dynamic nature and the variety of applications

and objectives connected to them. In addition, few proposals

consider FaaS’s necessity for opportune management; how-

ever, this characteristic is essential for us. Finally, most papers

we report propose a PoC without deploying them in actual

infrastructures. On the contrary, we test the solution on AWS.

However, the scenario we build represents the majority of use

cases, i.e., where the intent and business logic has to live in

a public infrastructure with other application concurring for

using resources.

III. METHODOLOGY

In our investigation, we focus on the design of a FaaS intent-

based framework. First, it is essential to clarify that multiple

technological and architectural approaches exist to designing

intent-based systems, which mostly share a standard base

structure. Their differences lie in the usage and interconnection

of specific components and technologies. In our work, we

choose the 3-layer architecture [60]. We further clarify why

we chose this model and define its main components. Later,

we present our implementation, clarifying the development

choices. Lastly, in our case study, we set the main points for

the evaluation we investigate in Section IV.

A. 3-layer Intent-based architectural approach
The 3-layer architecture, introduced by Zeydan [60], rep-

resents the most opportune model on top of which we can

build our framework. The rationale is that it comprehends

all the most relevant features, allowing flexibility in adapting

the framework to various requirements. Indeed, due to its

general features, this model already establishes a baseline

for other architectures, such as the VIS [49] or end-to-

end architecture [55]. That is why implementing and open-

sourcing such an architecture represents an essential baseline

for more complex applications for the computing continuum.

In Figure 2, we depict the 3-layer architecture. We can see

how we can develop a system that can interact with the

stakeholders at the higher level. This top layer abstracts

away the logic of managing a computing continuum system,

where user requirements and observations collected from the

infrastructure help the algorithms make decisions and perform

actions on the infrastructure.
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Fig. 2: Illustration of the 3-layer architecture with the main

interaction of its components.

a) Business Layer: Users can interact with the business

layer to declare intents by specifying high-level metrics, i.e.,

an SLO, and triggering SLAs and other processes, goals, or

objectives. Therefore, the business layer enables the high-level

guidance of the whole system [60] and automatic detection

and resolution of clashes between conflicting intents. As

previously discussed, this layer can leverage language models

for translation.

b) Intent Layer: The intent layer is essential, holding the

logic for managing the computing continuum infrastructure.

It primarily focuses on the re-evaluation and re-planning of

the single steps during the execution of a sequence. These

steps follow an accurate procedure. First, it detects what is

happening in the system. Given this information and the user-

defined intents, it defines some potential actions. Then, if it

approves the action, it requests the procedure to apply it to

the infrastructure. Multiple coupled components take care of

managing this pipeline:

• the Knowledge component is responsible for processing

and interpreting observations based on the defined intents.

This component considers the relation between system

elements, leveraging the actual state and performing

inference.

• the Agent component is responsible for translating the in-

tents received from the business layer into policies, acting

as the communication interface towards the devices and

transferring these translated policies to the infrastructure.

In other words, it applies the decision outputted by the

Knowledge.

• the Data component continuously observes the infras-

tructure nodes and has information on its topology and

inventory. Additionally, they store the state of each intent,

and upon any changes, the data model gets evaluated as

accurately as possible. Therefore, upon any infrastructure

state changes, they get forwarded to the Knowledge, and

Infrastructure
Layer

Continuum Devices - simulated

Business Layer

Intent Layer

Knowledge

Data Agent

Network Layer Manager

Client

Min/Max KPIs

PER REGION
Device Count

Efficiency
Total Availability

Device Count
Efficiency

Total Availability

Add devices / Remove devices X, Y, Z

Fetch NL topology: device ids, ...

Request reasoning

Action required for region

Check if action is required
for own region

RabbitMQ

Total workload
Average workload

Scale up/down
by N devices

Poll for region update

Fig. 3: Architecture overview of the PoC implementation.

the updated state reaches the Agent.

c) Infrastructure Layer: The bottom layer is where phys-

ical nodes and computing continuum elements reside. The

data about the infrastructure state gets abstracted into a formal

representation before supplying it to the intent layer. It gets

affected by the policies received from the Agent, which in this

layer are further translated into concrete actions leveraging

and translating abstract information on the hardware. The

computing continuum system can be organized into multiple

regions (or groups) depending on the infrastructure and or

the services running on top of it. Therefore, we need to

deploy as many Infrastructure layer managers as the number

of regions. Albeit there might be regions, the computing

continuum system must operate as a unique, organic entity,

B. Framework Implementation

The PoC implementation architecture (Figure 3) delineates

the strategy of our interpretation of the 3-layer architecture. It

consists of several components, each serving a specific purpose

in the intent-based self-management system.

1) PoC implementation: First, it is worth reasserting that

we do not focus on intent translation in this work. Therefore,

the Business layer implementation focuses solely on defining

the intents. From this point, the Knowledge component takes

over and provides a RESTful API for intent management.

Contextually, the Data component periodically fetches infor-

mation about the infrastructure state. In this case, we use gRPC

to request updates from the infrastructure nodes. The choice

of gRPC allows excellent flexibility and performance, which

is needed when dealing with a heterogeneous infrastructure.

Once the Knowledge component processes the data, it sends

a notification to the Agent, containing information about the

eventual intent violation and triggering appropriate responses

from the Agents. At the lower layer, an Infrastructure compo-
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Fig. 4: Architecture of the Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud

deployment.

nent manages physical nodes and exposes gRPC services for

data retrieval and command forwarding.

2) Deploying to the cloud: We implement the PoC to the

AWS cloud due to its rich capabilities and tools. We implement

the PoC using C# 11. 4. The individual services rely on the

ASP.NET Core 6 framework 5 and on Docker containers, 6

The latter facilitates the deployment to the cloud and the ser-

vices’ orchestration during testing through Docker compose.

Internally, the services communicate via Remote Procedure

Calls (RPC) using gRPC. Figure 4 depicts the deployment.

ECS takes care of the container orchestration. The messaging

takes place through SQS. 7 The Agent component leverages

AWS Lambda. Furthermore, Lambda function replicas are

automatically scaled to the number of events that trigger the

code execution, i.e., messages from Amazon Simple Queue

Service (SQS) created by the Knowledge component. The

user interface to the intent management leverages a RESTful

API. All services are deployed inside an Amazon Elastic

Container Service (ECS) cluster, which hosts a CloudMap

instance responsible for internal and external service discovery

using the defined service discovery entries. To conclude, the

overall functioning translates to how we envision our PoC.

C. Evaluation

We simulate the dynamic behavior of the system’s man-

aged devices, loading resource usage data into the execution

environment. We provide the simulation data to allow repro-

ducibility. The specific dataset consists of a description of how

the individually monitored metrics behave over time. Using a

seeded random generator, we add a maximum of 5% jitter to

each device simulation to ensure a more realistic environment.

4https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/csharp/tour-of-csharp/
5https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/aspnet/core/introduction-to-aspnet-

core?view=aspnetcore-6.0
6https://docs.docker.com/get-started/overview/
7https://aws.amazon.com/sqs/

Core logic

Trend analysis via
poynomial regression

Current SLO values
Current number of devices

SLO target
violation

Check against SLO
targets (per SLO)

SLO targets (min/max)
from user

Compute amount to
scale up/down

Considers all SLOs

Scale up/down
requestSimulated devices

Input dataset

Fig. 5: Dataflow and core logic of the Knowledge component

for the proposed case study simulation.

Since efficiency depends on the workload per device, and

the device counts value at a specific time is unknown before

executing the simulation, we specify CPU and memory targets

as total workload values, which are then equally distributed

across all devices. We express availability in the dataset using

the average value. For simplicity, we assume that CPU and

memory have the same values. Additionally, the currently

active row in the dataset is iterated on each access. Indeed,

every access to the dataset returns the next row. We conduct

the simulation locally, using Docker Compose. Throughout the

simulation, we consider just one region at a time, assuming

regions are isolated and independent. In addition, one region

can theoretically have several Network Layer managers, but we

reduce this number to one during the simulation. This decision

limits the ability to evaluate the Agent’s decision process on

which Network Layer manager to scale if there are multiple for

one region. However, we leave this aspect to future analyses.

Finally, to better frame the work, we keep the definition of

intents static throughout the simulation. Future experiments

can consider varying intents over time. In the following, we

report the evaluation of the simulations where we consider

efficiency and availability in isolation. Later, we combine the

two KPIs and analyze the effect of conflicting intents.

IV. CASE STUDY

In this case study, we aim to investigate how well the

architecture works in real-life situations. The rationale is

checking if different components can communicate efficiently

and handle their respective tasks properly. We also examine

how intents are specified and enforced and the deployment

strategy. In the case study, we perform various simulations.

First, we envision stakeholders defining conflicting intents (or

SLOs), i.e., availability and efficiency, for their computing

infrastructure. In the simulation, we focus on these intents, one

region at a time, although our system design would support

multiple regions. Figure 5 gives an overview of the experimen-

tal flow, which we detail in the results. The process includes

creating and using simulated data and how the Knowledge

component manages the output of the Agents’ activity in the

simulated architecture.
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A. Intents definition

In general, intent-based systems support the declaration of

predefined intents. Additionally, they are, for example, based

on SLOs, which need to be implemented individually in the

system. We limit the scope of the project, supporting two

SLOs, efficiency and availability.

Efficiency is defined by the application’s resource capacity,

e.g., if it uses 50% of the available CPU capacity, CPU

efficiency equates to 50%. We use a weighted sum of two

different efficiencies to calculate the total system efficiency,

which is used: CPU and memory. Although memory efficiency

is relevant, computationally-bound tasks are more common.

Therefore, in our paper, the CPU efficiency makes up 70% of

the total efficiency weight. Further analyses, albeit essential,

are out of the scope of this paper. Thus, EFF = 0.3 ∗
EFFMEM +0.7∗EFFCPU gives the total system efficiency.

Although EFFmin and EFFmax can be at most 1, the

calculated EFF might exceed 100% because the workload

can be more than the current number of devices can process,

as the PoC implementation assumes that a device has precisely

the capacity to manage one workload.

Availability is the second crucial metric. We measure it

by dividing the time the system operates by the overall time.

For example, during 10 hours of operation, the system shuts

down for 30 minutes, achieving 9.5
10 = 95% availability. The

system can replicate the service instances to increase its total

availability. The availability increases with the number of

service replicas r and can be calculated using the average

availability [19] AV = 1 − (1 − AVavg)
r. For example, if

a single service has 95% availability, three replicas would

increase the service’s availability to around 99.988%. As

described before, the number of SLOs is limited by the scope

of the implementation. However, using two separate SLOs still

allows for studying conflict resolutions.

B. Inference model for the Knowledge component

Our strategy to implement these intents first analyzes the

system’s current state to predict how the monitored values will

develop. This strategy compares the predicted results against

the intents, deciding the number of active devices which fulfill

the minimum and maximum intended target intent values. We

predict the next step value for the SLOs by modeling the

available data as a second-degree polynomial via polynomial

regression, taking the last five average values of the monitored

resources per region. The decision to consider the last five time

stamps get considered stems from an empirical evaluation in

the early phase of setting up the evaluation. We choose second-

degree polynomial regression over the linear and the third-

degree polynomial approaches as it appropriately models the

oscillation of workload and availability during the simulation

execution [3], [22]. Predicting the future resource values serves

to extract the number of devices the system can support. Each

SLO has its strategy for computing the Device Count (DC). In

particular, for Efficiency: Let 0 <= EFFmin, EFFmax <=
1 denote the boundary values specified by the intents, while

DCcur denotes the current DC. The DC bounds are given

by:

DCmin = �DCcur ∗ EFFcur

EFFmax
�

DCmax = �DCcur ∗ EFFcur

EFFmin
�

For example, assume DCcur = 300 and EFFcur = 70%.

A minimum target efficiency of EFFmin = 80% would set

the upper bound DCmax = 262. Note, that DCmin actually

depends on EFFmax, while DCmax is influenced by DCmax.

For availability: Let 0 <= AVmin, AVmax <= 1 denote

the boundary values specified by the intents, and AVavg the

average availability trend. Additionally, an extremely small

ε > 0 is introduced to avoid computing log(0). The DC
bounds are given by:

DCmin = � log(1 + ε−AVmin)

log(1 + ε−AVavg)
�

DCmax = � log(1 + ε−AVmax)

log(1 + ε−AVavg)
�

Again, an example can help understand the bigger picture.

Unlike efficiency, the availability metric is not dependent

on the DC because it uses the average availability. Assume

AV cur = 55% and AVmin = 99.9%. The goal requires at

least DCmin = 9 replicas.

If all bounds are compatible, i.e., there is at least one value

in the range of all bounds, the system takes its decision. If there

are conflicting bounds, this conflict must be resolved while

creating the slightest deviation possible from the intended

state. Our approach is to prioritize minimum DC targets over

maximum bounds. Due to this fact, the largest minimum DC
bound is chosen as the new DC target. We express this

target as DCtarget = max(DCEFFmin
, DCAVmin

), where

DCEFFmin
and DCAVmin

denote the minimum device bounds

of efficiency and availability respectively. In this way, our

approach prioritizes the maximum efficiency bound. This

strategy works well because the maximum efficiency threshold

should not be exceeded, preventing extreme device loads. At

the same time, a lower value, like in the availability scenario,

only leads to more costs.

C. Simulation

1) Efficiency simulation: Efficiency is the first SLO we

evaluate. In this simulation, we determine the total workload at

each step and use it to calculate the final efficiency per device.

The minimum efficiency target controls the maximum toler-

ated number of devices, as increased devices would lower the

efficiency. The maximum efficiency target works vice-versa.

The workload behavior follows a sinus-shaped curve of the

form WL(t) = sin( 2π
400 ∗t)∗200+450. That means one cycle

has 400 steps. The Data component updates the Knowledge

after every fourth update cycle, i.e., 100 total updates and up

to 100 total changes in the number of devices per cycle. For

this evaluation, the minimum and maximum efficiency intent
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(a) Efficiency behavior.

(b) Device Count behavior.

Fig. 6: Efficiency simulation

values are Effmin = 85% and Effmax = 90%. The rationale

is that they let the system operate efficiently while keeping

extra resources left.

Figure 6a depicts the minimum and maximum efficiency

values as grey horizontal lines and the light blue area. The

efficiency values over time are in blue. After an initial adapta-

tion phase, the system keeps the efficiency between the given

bounds. We can notice the points where the Knowledge scales

the device pool, i.e., when efficiency gets close to the lower

bound. Furthermore, the system decides not to scale if this

is unnecessary. The following scaling only occurs when the

efficiency gets close to the bound opposite to the one from

before.

In Figure 6b, we can examine the variation of the device

count number. The progression is bounded by the minimum

and maximum Device Count (DC) in dark and light grey, and

the light blue area. These last two curves directly correlate with

the development of the workload WL, as DCmin = WL
Effmax

and DCmax = WL
Effmin

. This plot better shows the efficiency

development over time and the actual DC during execution

time. The scaling operations of the Knowledge are visible,

as the device count only changes when it hits DCmax. In

conclusion, the system effectively enforces efficiency intents

on its managed devices. Outside of the startup phase, the

efficiency is always within bounds.

2) Availability simulation: The second simulation inspects

the availability SLO. Availability AV measures the uptime of

a system given requests coming from the applications. In this

case, the maximum availability target affects the maximum

tolerated DC, so accordingly for the minimum target.

The availability simulation follows a sinus-shaped curve of

the form AV (t) = sin( 2π
400 ∗ t) ∗ 0.1 + 0.3, similarly to the

previous experiment. The average availability of the system

alternates between 20% and 40%. Although these numbers

appear low, they still resemble a valid scenario where mobile

devices can lose connectivity. This simulation value better

(a) Availability behavior.

(b) Device Count behavior.

Fig. 7: Availability simulation

highlights the effects on availability when increasing the DC.

For example, a system with an average availability of 40% and

five replicas already has around 92.2% total availability. In

contrast, an average availability of 95% would lead to a value

of around 99.99997% with the same number of devices. This

evaluation’s target availability is between AVmin = 99.99%
and AVmax = 99.9999%. The idea is to target the high

availability behavior of a system that must operate (almost) at

all times. Even though we cannot reproduce the exact behavior,

we obtain realistic results due to the 4-byte floating point

precision [18].

Figure 7a shows the current total availability, marked in

green, and its bounds in grey, with a light green area. The

jitter generates minor random deviations since scaling and total

availability depend on the trend. Nevertheless, the approach ef-

fectively limits the number of bounds violations and deviations

from the intended behavior. The time between timestep 100

and 499 equals one complete cycle of the dataset. During this

time, the total availability only exceeds the intended maximum

19 times and undercuts the minimum 23 times. Thus, out of

400 timesteps, only 42 slightly deviate, at most by an absolute

value of about 2.65e−5. Lastly, Figure 7b shows the DC
development and its bounds during the availability evaluation.

Similarly to the efficiency case, scaling is only performed

when the DC exceeds or undercuts the respective bounds;

otherwise, no action is performed. To conclude, simulating

only availability constraints works very well in isolation. The

targeted availability range can only sometimes be adhered to

mainly due to the jitter and the low DC. However, the system

quickly recovers and corrects this deviation.

3) Combining multiple SLOs: Combining multiple SLOs,

efficiency Eff , and availability AV can show how the system

behaves in a more complex scenario, where conflicts may ap-

pear. Due to the inherent complexity of the setup, we carry two

simulations. First, we aim to understand the basics of using

multiple intents, studying the case of synchronized behavior
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for efficiency and availability. Later, we create the environment

for conflicts to further aid in evaluating the resolution of

conflicting intents. During the following two simulations, the

intent targets are the following: the average efficiency should

be between Effmin = 75% and Effmax = 95%. The

total availability should be between AVmin = 99.99% and

AVmax = 99.9999%.

a) Synchronous SLO behavior: For the “sync” simu-

lation, the workload and average availability simulation are

precisely the same as in the isolated scenarios. One of them

needs to behave in a mirrored way to behave synchronously.

We can achieve his behavior by offsetting the sinus cycle by

half a cycle.

First, we analyze the actual DC and its bounds for ef-

ficiency and availability (see Figure 8a). The actual DC
tries to stay within the minimum DC bound, which is our

target behavior. Therefore, minimum DC bounds take priority

over maximum DC bounds, with the largest minimum DC
bound as the target. The system aims to scale operations

only when necessary. In the timestep interval 170–440, as

the workload increases, the system focuses on reaching the

largest minimum DC (DCminEff
). When both metrics de-

crease, the DC remains stable until action is required to

meet DCmaxAV
or DCmaxEff

. There is no conflict within

this range, as the largest minimum DC bound is lower than

the smallest maximum DC bound. A slight conflict arises

between timesteps 50–150 and 450–550 due to the simula-

tion restarting after timestep 400. In this range, DCmaxEff

is lower than DCminAV
, necessitating a higher number of

devices to meet the minimum availability bounds. Looking

at efficiency, it generally stays within the required range.

However, around timestep 50 to 150, a conflict between the

two SLOs leads to lower efficiency. The maximum efficiency

DC bound is disregarded due to the higher importance of

minimum availability DC, resulting in a temporary drop in

efficiency until the system resolves the conflict. While the

system prefers availability over Efficiency (Figure 8b), it

does not degrade the performance too much. Furthermore, as

shown in Figure 8c, availability remains within the intended

bounds. Only occasionally, particularly after conflicts begin

(e.g., around timestamp 65), there is a slight decrease in

availability, amounting to approximately 3.48e−5. Overall, the

system performs as expected, keeping all SLOs within their

bounds when no conflicts exist. If conflicts arise, it handles

them according to the specified requirements.

b) Asynchronous SLO behavior: This scenario aims to

simulate an asynchronous behavior of the two SLOs efficiency

and availability compared to each other. Further, this simu-

lation purposely generates conflicts between the two intents

to analyze the system’s behavior under this stress. Regarding

the SLO behavior, the behavior of the average availability

stays exactly the same like in the last simulation at AV (t) =
sin( 2π

400 ∗ t) ∗ 0.1 + 0.3. On the other hand, the frequency of

the workload behavior is doubled and the original offset gets

removed. This is given by WL(t) = sin(2∗ 2π
400 ∗ t)∗20+30,

where the amplitude and the span of results still stay the same

as before.

When looking at the development of the DC over time,

visualized in Figure 9a, one can notice a suboptimal start.

There is also an immediate conflict between efficiency and

availability. Whereas the availability took precedence in the

previous scenario, this time DCminEff
> DCmaxAV

around

timestep 20 to 110. The system behaves as intended and

scales the system to account for DCminEff
. Additionally,

when the workload drops starting around timestep 50, the

system underprovisions resources regarding efficiency because

it detects a further drop in workload for the next timesteps.

After a short period without conflicts around timesteps 110 to

125, DCminAV
> DCmaxEff

holds, and availability takes

precedence over efficiency. The next conflict starts around

timestep 220 and only takes a comparatively short amount

of time, during which DCminEff
> DCmaxAV

. Addition-

ally, when the system resolves the conflict, one can notice

the system’s intended behavior to scale as late as possible.

Figure 9b shows as well some of these conflicts. There are two

significant drops in efficiency starting at timesteps 125 and

290, respectively. Both account for the timespans discussed

above, where availability takes precedence over efficiency, and

the Efficiency DC target is ignored. Nevertheless, efficiency

almost always stays in its DC bounds. There is a light case of

underprovisioning on the DC when the workload is sinking,

and there is a conflict, which causes the efficiency to be too

high for a short time, starting around timestamp 60 (or 460).

Finally, Figure 9c shows the overall availability. At first sight,

there is a drop in availability around timestep 360 beneath the

minimum availability bound. Such deviations may happen pri-

marily due to jitter. Still, the absolute value of such deviations

is shallow. On the other hand, there are some increases in DC
which exceed DCmaxAV

dramatically (see Figure 9a). This

slight behavior happens when efficiency takes precedence over

availability. Overall, the system fulfills its intended behavior.

Isolated intents are fulfilled with minor temporary deviations,

while more complex setups using multiple intents are also

handled well, showing promising results.

V. CHALLENGES AND LIMITATIONS

In this paper, we attempt to deploy a realistic PoC and offer

a comprehensive case study. Still, many challenges are related

to the prototype’s design, implementation, or evaluation.

A. Case study setup

The framing of this work surrounds the implementation

of the three-layer intent-based pattern. Therefore, we had to

limit the scope of the paper to better focus on an in-depth

analysis of the results. First, we do not deploy the system on an

actual infrastructure. We perform the analysis on a simulated

environment with a controlled amount of devices, which means

no unexpected malfunctions, unanticipated anomalies, or en-

ergy consumption, instead essential in a real scenario [55].

The current setup is also homogeneous, i.e., every pod has

the same CPU and memory capacity. Therefore, availability

or efficiency measures are independent of the type of work
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(a) Device Count behavior. (b) Efficiency behavior. (c) Availability behavior.

Fig. 8: Multi-SLO simulation (sync)

(a) Device Count behavior. (b) Efficiency behavior. (c) Availability behavior.

Fig. 9: Multi-SLO simulation (async)

currently done on the device, and there is no way of specifying

refined requirements. Conversely, in a real scenario, with

heterogeneous applications, there could be different device

groupings, e.g., targeting specific classes of applications.

B. Intent specification and application

Another challenge is to deal with multiple conflicting in-

tents, eliminating or weakening some of them while preserving

the original meaning and achieving the best overall result.

The number of negotiations increases when using a layered

architecture. Therefore, the layers must also resolve conflicts

between each other [60]. The given PoC simplifies these

complex processes and executes all its reasoning and intent

applications in the Knowledge component. Thus, there can

not be any conflicts between layers, and no negotiations are

necessary.

The system’s support for the efficiency and availability

SLOs provides an incomplete picture, requiring additional

intent evaluation for behavior, application, and conflict resolu-

tion. However, intent-based systems are complex and tailored

to specific use cases, limiting their reuse for other scenarios.

Additionally, the number of supported intents is limited, as

the system can only support intents with developer foresight

and a limited learning aspect [48]. The efficiency intent

is composed of fixed CPU and memory values, but future

proposals could allow for dynamic metric selection with higher

importance. In the simulation, availability does not depend on

device utilization. We should also consider treating outliers

differently. For example, we can remove them from the short

record of the last measurements.

C. Framework implementation

Regarding implementing the framework itself, we had to

limit the scope. Therefore, we do not consider sophisticated

error handling, which would be essential in production. In

addition, we primarily use synchronous gRPC for communi-

cation. Despite the excellent performance, we could bring loser

coupling among components using asynchronous communica-

tion. We did not introduce resilience where we use messaging,

i.e., SQS; additional measures, like Dead-Letter queues, could

help filter out messages. Regarding orchestration, we could

geographically distribute Agents to allow for less latency

when communicating with the lower Layer managers, e.g.,

by assigning an Agent to a specific region. Currently, we

use replication for adjusting the DC. However, we do not

handle the scaling components replication, which is essential

to prevent failures in production. Lastly, we use Docker

Compose, but future versions could leverage Kubernetes.

D. Simulation

First and foremost, being a simulation, we do not react to

actual application needs and infrastructure. The workload and

availability values stored in the dataset are isolated from each

other and can change arbitrarily. A richer model could address

the two metrics being not independent and help inspect better

algorithms for reasoning. We assume an evenly distributed

workload across all devices, but this may only sometimes

be true. If not, the system behaviors would require further

adaptations. Furthermore, we limit the simulation to one region

with a single Infrastructure Layer manager. While this does not

directly impact the evaluation, it would be more valuable to

see how the system handles multiple regions concurrently, e.g.,

checking how to distribute workload across multiple managers.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Using intents can represent an essential step for controlling

complex distributed systems, such as the computing contin-

uum. This approach becomes even more crucial when using

the serverless paradigm, which intrinsically holds intricacies

in its management. In systems where the intents are first-class

citizens, stakeholders can define what to do at a high level
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without worrying about the details of how the infrastructure

tackles that. In turn, the platform owners have more flexibility

in managing the infrastructure due to the flexibility guaranteed

by FaaS. This paper presented a detailed approach to designing

and implementing an intent-based system for systems man-

agement, primarily based on the 3-layer architecture initially

described in [60]. This PoC aims to create an intent-based

solution for the computing continuum’s main management

challenges. Overall, the proposed framework achieves its goal

of managing the infrastructure, i.e., the devices, effectively

and reliably based on the high-level intents – efficiency and

availability. The system reacts autonomously and executes

self-correcting actions to satisfy the previously defined SLOs.

In particular, we address intents specification and application

in the PoC through a simplified device model. Furthermore,

we design the whole application as a set of containerized

microservices. Therefore, the PoC can be seamlessly deployed

to the cloud and efficiently use managed services on cloud

platforms like AWS. Future improvements to our work include

adding complexity in the evaluation, testing our system in

production environments, and making the deployment more

resilient to work in production. Finally, exploring NLP algo-

rithms for user intents translation would be valuable.
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